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Introductory content is for marketers who are new to the subject. 

this content typically includes step-by-step instructions on how 

to get started with this aspect of inbound marketing and learn 

its fundamentals. Read our “Introduction to Inbound marketing 

Analytics.”

introDuctory

is this Book right for me?
Not quite sure if this ebook is right for you? see the below description to determine if 

your level matches the content you are about to read.

Intermediate content is for marketers who are familiar with the 

subject but have only basic experience in executing strategies and 

tactics on the topic. this content typically covers the fundamentals 

and moves on to reveal more complex functions and examples. 

After reading it, you will feel comfortable leading projects with this 

aspect of inbound marketing.

intermeDiate

Advanced content is for marketers who are, or want to be, experts 

on the subject. In it, we walk you through advanced features of 

this aspect of inbound marketing and help you develop complete 

mastery of the subject. After reading it, you will feel ready not only 

to execute strategies and tactics, but also to teach others how to 

be successful. 

aDVanceD
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Hubspot brings your whole marketing 
world together in one, powerful, integrated 
system.

Hubspot’s All-IN-oNe 
mARketING softwARe

      get found: Help prospects find you online     
       convert: Nurture your leads and drive conversions     
       analyze: measure and improve your marketing.     
       more: see marketplace for apps and integrations
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intermeDiate inBounD 
marketing analytics

by corey eridon

corey eridon manages the Hubspot Inbound 

marketing blog, focusing on creating content 

around seo, social media, analytics, business 

blogging, email marketing, and marketing 

automation. she graduated with a bachelor 

of Arts in english and european History from 

boston university. before starting at Hubspot, 

corey worked as a marketing manager in both 

the b2b and b2c space, and consulted for 

businesses ranging from startup to midsize to 

enterprise.

follow me on twitter
@corey_Bos
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Why are inbound marketing 
analytics important?“ ”

successful inbound marketers don’t make decisions based on feelings 

-- their decisions are based on data. where does that data come from? 

why, their marketing analytics, of course!

In our Introduction to marketing Analytics, pamela Vaughan walked you 

through the metrics every inbound marketer should look at. you learned 

how to track the success of your landing pages, seo, business blogging, 

social media, email marketing, and lead nurturing. more importantly, you 

learned what all of the metrics associated with those marketing channels 

really mean, so when you’re looking at your marketing analytics, you know 

how to interpret all those charts, numbers, and data points, and you 

understand why they are important.

Now, it’s time to take what you learned one step further. once marketers 

begin tracking all of these important data points, the next step is to make 

them actionable. After all, what’s the point of knowing all of this juicy 

information if you can’t use it to make your marketing better?
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this ebook will investigate how to use marketing analytics to improve each 

channel’s marketing performance, starting with landing pages, seo, and 

business blogging to social media, email marketing, and lead nurturing.

many of the actionable improvements will rely on data from your closed-loop 

marketing analytics, so before we dive in, let’s talk about what that means 

and why it’s important.

with closed-loop marketing data, you 

can track a lead from the moment of first 

conversion on your website, until that 

lead becomes your customer. with this 

information you can look back to see which 

marketing channels -- your blog, seo, 

business blogging, social media, email 

marketing, etc. -- are most effective at 

generating customers at the lowest cost. we 

will revisit the concept of utilizing data from 

closed-loop analytics throughout this ebook.

Alright, are you ready to dive in to your marketing analytics and learn how to 

interpret them to improve your inbound marketing performance? me too.

Let’s get started!

0
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improVing 
lanDing 
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marketing 
analytics
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visitor-to-
customer 

conversion 

the percentage of leads who 

become customers

call-to-action 
click-through 

rate

the percentage of visitors who 

visit your landing page from 

your call-to-action

the percentage of visitors who 

become customers

lead-to-
customer 

conversion 
rate

visitor-to-lead 
conversion 

rate

the percentage of visitors  

who become leads

lANdING pAGe metRIcs:
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!
the content on the landing page does not 

align with the content in the preceding call-

to-action.

the content on the landing page does not 

appear to align with the content preceding 

the call-to-action.

before you look at how well your landing page converts visitors to leads and customers, you 

should analyze whether the call-to-action that precedes it is actually driving visitors to click and 

stay on your landing page long enough to convert. 

begin by establishing a baseline metric of your ctA click-through rate; the landing pages with the 

lowest CTA click-through rate should be the first you set out to improve.

your ctA click-through rate to landing page requires you to look at both your call-to-action design 

and your landing page design. If you suffer a low click-through rate, it could be because:

cAll-to-ActIoN
clIck-tHRouGH RAte
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collectING cAlls-to-
ActIoN INsIGHts
In order to optimize your calls-to-action, you need to 

monitor their performance and figure out what to improve. 

In addition to click-through rates, you should also be 

tracking views to submission, a metric that will give you a 

deeper knowledge of how your calls-to-action affect lead 

generation. 

You views-to-submission rate tells you how many of the people who saw your CTA actually filled 

out the form on your landing page. that is how you can start tackling the alignment between 

your calls-to-action and landing pages.

the Hubspot software includes a tool that helps you not only create calls-to-action, but also 

collect insights on ctA performance.

~
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check that the copy between your call-to-action and landing page is 

aligned. the language in the call-to-action that describes the offer and its 

subject matter should be present on your landing page, too.

once you ensure the language is the same, make sure it is easily visible 

so your landing page passes a visitor’s blink test. the blink test refers 

to the commonly accepted three seconds you have to orient a visitor on 

your landing page once they are there. 

If a visitor comes to your landing page and can’t figure out what to do on 

that page, they will click the back button immediately. to prevent that 

from happening you need to reinforce the language of the call-to-action 

by using it in the beginning of your landing page headline, within the copy 

on your landing page, on your form’s title, and in the form’s button. 

eNsuRe
AlIGNmeNt AA
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one more way to prevent visitors from abandoning your 

landing page is removing the navigation and any other 

calls-to-action on the page. If you’ve included your site’s 

regular navigation at the top of your landing page or 

you give visitors another place to visit on your site with 

competing calls-to-action, you increase the likelihood 

of a visitor bouncing from your landing page. Removing 

your navigation menu and all other calls-to-action on your 

landing page is the quickest way to keep those visitors 

on your landing page long enough to fill out your form.

[ [

[

RemoVe 
NAVIGAtIoN
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Now that you’ve got visitors staying on your landing page long enough to fill out your form, are 

there any improvements you can make based on your landing page conversion rate? let’s break 

down what your landing page conversion rates -- visitor to lead, lead to customer, and visitor 

to customer -- tell you about your marketing efforts, and how you should adjust your marketing 

based on these metrics.

VIsItoR-to-leAd 
coNVeRsIoN RAte

Just as you must consider how your call-

to-action and landing page work together 

to lower your bounce rate, so too must you 

consider call-to-action metrics alongside the 

conversion rate of your landing page. Identify 

opportunities to improve landing page 

conversions by comparing the click-through 

rate of your call-to-action with the visitor-to-

lead conversion rate of your landing page. 
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Research shows that companies with 30 or more landing pages generate seven times more 

leads than those with fewer than 10. so if your goal is to expand the top of your sales and 

marketing funnel, focus on quantity of landing pages you release. Hubspot makes it easy to 

build sophisticated landing pages so you can create more pages, improve your conversion rates 

and generate more leads. 

Hubspot’s landing page analytics give you a detailed look into submissions, new leads and 

customers of selected offers. the ability to compare different landing pages with a click of the 

mouse is highly valuable for sophisticated marketing professionals who can use this intelligence 

for the creation of lead nurturing campaigns and other behavior-based communication.
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If you have a high click-through on 

your call-to-action, but a low visitor-

to-lead conversion rate, there is 

a problem with your landing page 

that you should set out to improve 

through A/b testing. 

If your visitor-to-lead conversion rate is high but the number of new leads that page generates 

is low, your problem lies with the traffic the landing page is generating. Start by taking a look at 

your call-to-action’s conversion rate. If it is low, your problem lies in the call-to-action -- begin A/b 

testing its design and copy to help drive more traffic to your landing page.

C
b b

optImIze tHRouGH 
splIt testING 

A b
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coNductING  
A/b tests
when conducting A/b tests, set up your unaltered version as your 

landing page “control,” the page you would normally use. from there, 

build variations, or “treatments,” pages you’ll test against your control. 

for example, if you are wondering whether including a testimonial on a 

landing page would make a difference in conversions, set up your control 

page with no testimonials. then create your variation(s).  

 • Variation A: Control (the unaltered, original version)

 • Variation B: Treatment (the optimized version which you expect to perform better)

 

the screenshot below is an example of Hubspot’s advanced landing pages A/b testing tool. you 

can easily clone the control and modify it to create a treatment page.
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Analyzing your visitor-to-lead rate is also important 

for establishing what content assets drove visitors 

to convert into leads. Is there a particular content 

asset type that converts more leads?

For example, you may find that webinars convert more visitors into leads than ebooks. Or 

perhaps it’s a particular content topic that performs better. do your content assets about 

unicorn hygiene have a higher visitor-to-lead conversion rate than your content assets about 

unicorn fashion? If you know the content asset types and topics that generate a higher visitor-to-

lead rate, you can focus your content creation efforts around them to generate more leads.

fINd wINNING 
coNteNt offeRs

s

-+----
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---+--
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but you can’t stop at just the topics and content asset 

types that convert visitors into leads at a higher rate. 

Analyze which leads actually turn into customers -- your 

lead-to-customer rate and visitor-to-customer rate -- 

using closed-loop analytics. 

which landing pages converted the most visitors and leads into customers? which pages 

assisted the customer acquisition process? 

use that information to identify your most powerful offers, and silo your weakest. If you know the 

landing pages that generate the most customers, you can promote the offers associated with 

them more frequently to bring in more of the leads that convert into customers, and spend less 

time focusing on the content that perhaps brings in visitors and leads at a high rate, but ones 

that convert into customers at a low rate.

leAd-to-customeR 
coNVeRsIoN RAte

$
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marketing 
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seo metRIcs:

organic search traffic includes brand-

related keywords and generic keywords

keyword 
performance 
& rankings

how your web pages ranks in search 

engines for desired search terms

list of search phrases that 

visitors use to find your site

branded Vs 
non-branded 
search traffic

organic 
search 
traffic

 unique visitors who arrive at 

your site from search engines

the number of links back to your 

site from other sites on the web
inbound links

visitors who arrived at your 

site through organic search 

and became a lead

unique 
search terms 
driving traffic

conversion 
rates from 

organic 
search
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?
most marketers are always looking to 

improve their SEO – it drives free traffic to 

their websites that can then be converted 

into leads and customers. The first step 

towards improvement is establishing 

baseline seo metrics, which you can do 

by finding out:

wHAt peRceNtAGe of youR websIte tRAffIc comes fRom oRGANIc seARcH?

tHe coNVeRsIoN RAte of youR oRGANIc tRAffIc INto leAds & customeRs

wHIcH NoN-bRANded keywoRd pHRAses dRIVe tHe most oRGANIc tRAffIc to 

youR websIte

youR lIstING posItIoN IN tHe seARcH eNGINe Results pAGes (seRps) foR 

keywoRd pHRAses foR wHIcH you wANt to RANk

How mANy INbouNd lINks you HAVe, ANd to wHAt pAGes oN youR websIte tHey 

poINt

estAblIsH 
beNcHmARks
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your closed-loop analytics will help you determine which 

search terms have driven the most qualified traffic 

to your website – in other words, traffic that converts 

into leads and customers. with this information, you 

can focus your seo efforts on creating content and 

generating inbound links around search terms that drive 

real results for your business.

Focus your SEO efforts on 
creating content & generating inbound 
links around search terms that drive 
qualified traffic.
“

”

r
keywoRd peRfoRmANce 
& RANkINGs
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For example, you may find that the term ‘unicorn 

shoes’ – for which you rank in listing position nine in 

the SERPs -- drove less traffic than the term ‘unicorn 

hats.’ But the traffic that came to your site on the 

search term ‘unicorn shoes’ actually generated five 

new customers for your business last month, while 

the traffic that came to your site for the term ‘unicorn 

hats’ has led to no customers. 

with this information, you know you should spend 

more time creating content and building inbound 

links around the term ‘unicorn shoes’ to improve your 

listing position in the seRps for the term, and thus 

increase the amount of qualified traffic that comes to 

your site for that term.

uNIque seARcH teRms 
dRIVING tRAffIc

s

$
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because we realize the importance of tying keyword performance to dollar value 

and customer acquisition, Hubspot’s software does that for our customers. In 

the screenshot below, you will see that Hubspot’s keyword tool shows marketing 

professionals not only the volume of searches for a certain keyword combination, 

but also visits and leads generated from the traffic this phrase drove. 

such intelligence can help you make seo strategy comparisons based on actual 

numbers rather than guesswork and assumptions. bet on the keywords that 

perform for your business and gain valuable insights into your target audience.
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Generate new long-tail variations from your highest-performing keyword phrases and target them 

in your content creation and link building efforts.

For example, knowing that the term ‘unicorn shoes’ yields qualified traffic that generates 

customers, you may consider targeting a less competitive, but still traffic-generating long-tail 

variation of the keyword, such as ‘unicorn shoes for girls.’ Targeting this search term in your 

content creation and link building efforts is an easier win for your business because it is less 

competitive than its head term ‘unicorn shoes.’ Still, it helps you improve your rankings for that 

difficult head term!

when adding new keyword phrases to your arsenal, be sure to maintain a healthy balance of 

competitive and non-competitive terms. your keyword strategy should include keyword phrases 

with high search volume and high competitiveness as well as terms that require less content and 

inbound links to rank for. This balance allows you to steadily increase the amount of traffic you 

generate from organic search month over month while you also put effort into ranking for more 

difficult search terms.

K

z
embRAce 
loNG-tAIl 
keywoRds
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Just as you can identify opportunities for 

content creation by looking at your keyword 

performance in closed-loop analytics, you can 

identify holes in your content strategy, too. 

If a search term is generating a lot of organic traffic to your website, for example, but none of 

that traffic converts into leads, it’s an indication that your marketing offer is insufficient (or 

nonexistent!) Remedy this by creating or updating your offer to better reflect that needs of that 

traffic that comes to your site around that keyword phrase.

for example, we at Hubspot were able to identify such an opportunity using Hubspot’s keyword 

tool that shows us 1,510 visits for the keyword phrase “google search tips” but no conversions. 

we might need to optimize our website with some google-related calls-to-action!

IdeNtIfy 
Holes IN youR 
coNteNt 
stRAteGy
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finally, it’s important to monitor your listing position for the terms that you’re currently driving 

traffic for – especially those with high search volume and high competitiveness -- because you 

need to ensure you don’t suddenly slip in the seRps to a competitor. maintain a steady stream 

of content around the important keyword phrases for which you currently rank high in the 

seRps, and if you notice your listing position begins to slip, amp up your content creation and 

link building efforts. It requires far less effort to stay in the top of the seRps than it does to climb 

your way back up again.

Hubspot’s keyword tool is great at offering relevant recommendations when it comes to your 

SEO strategy. It takes into consideration the volume of searches, level of difficulty and your rank 

to point out realistic opportunities for improvement.

moNItoR youR 
posItIoN EE
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chapter 3

improVing 
Business 
Blogging with 
marketing 
analytics
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busINess bloGGING metRIcs:

how effective your blog’s individual calls-to-action (ctAs) 

are at converting blog visitors into leads

individual 
post views

how many views each blog post receives

call-to-action 
performance

blog traffic 
& referral 
sources

how much traffic you’re 

generating to your blog and  

where that traffic is coming from

the rate at which your blog is 

converting visitors into leads

visitor-to-lead 
conversion 

rate

leads generated that can 

be attributed to your blog
blog leads
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the performance of your blog hinges 

on your content – so use your blog’s 

marketing analytics to improve your 

content creation efforts! start by 

exporting your blog posts, grouping 

articles by topic, and analyzing the views 

for each individual blog post.

Are there certain topics that perform better than others? topics that receive more post views 

should receive more emphasis in your content creation. do certain posts receive more inbound 

links than others? 

finally, sort your spreadsheet based on number of post views—do you notice any trends in 

the post title structure in posts that receive the most views? for example, perhaps posts that 

start with the phrase “How to” dominate the top views. this is an indication that a certain title 

structure or blog post structure is more attractive to your readers, and you should create more 

content following that format or title structure.

INdIVIduAl post VIews

Z
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Analyzing where the traffic to your blog comes from is the easiest way to improve blog content 

promotion and distribution for more traffic. 

After all, if you know where people are 

finding your blog (and where they aren’t), 

you know where to focus your efforts. If 

very little traffic to your blog comes from 

organic search, for example, you know you 

need to spend more time optimizing your 

blog content and getting inbound links. you 

may also find there are sites you hadn’t 

thought of that refer traffic to your blog. 

Have you drilled down to what social media sites drive traffic? You may assume your biggest 

traffic drives is Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn, but perhaps it’s actually pinterest – a site you 

haven’t put much effort into. knowing this, however, you can focus more effort promoting 

content on Pinterest to increase blog traffic.

tRAffIc ANd 
RefeRRAl souRces
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closed-loop marketing directs your attention to the most powerful conversion events and 

channels. by looking at the sources and offers that traditionally brought in new customers for 

your organization, you will be able to identify the behavior you need to engage in to qualify leads 

and push them down the sales funnel.

for instance, by looking at Hubspot’s sources we are able to compare the efficiency of different 

channels in respect to customer acquisition. In the screenshot below we are comparing the 

number of sales from social media marketing to the number of sales from email marketing. 

It becomes clear that email marketing has a higher lead-to-customer rate than social media. 

this insight can then help us take action: nurture the social media leads with targeted email 

messages.
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the performance of your blog’s lead generation is 

directly impacted by your call-to-action performance. 

to improve your blog’s call-to-action performance, 

analyze the ctA click-through rate. If you have a low 

click-through rate, there are three places you can 

make improvements:

cAll-to-ActIoN 
peRfoRmANce

mAke A moRe compellING offeR

If what you offer not is not enticing enough to get clicks, then don’t expect to collect 

many landing page conversions.

cReAte AN offeR tHAt betteR AlIGNs wItH youR bloG post

If your offer isn’t relevant to the topic of the blog, it probably isn’t enticing to the reader.

splIt test tHe ctA copy & desIGN 

the copy may be confusing, too indirect, or not clearly conveying the value of the offer. 

Alternately, the design of your ctA may blend into the page too much. If the ctA doesn’t 

visually stand out, visitors may simply be glossing over the button.
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Now that your blog’s calls-to-action are optimized, see how many leads you generate from your 

blog every month compared to your other lead generation channels. knowing how much of a 

direct role your blog plays in lead generation will help you prioritize marketing efforts. 

bloG leAds

you’ll want to analyze more than just number of new leads from your blog, though. drill down 

into your blog’s visit-to-lead conversion rate to see how effective you are at converting blog 

traffic into leads. Do you have low traffic, but a high conversion rate? Then you know you should 

put more effort into generating traffic to your blog. Increase your content publishing frequency, 

target keywords that generate quality traffic (otherwise your conversion rate might slip!), and 

amp up your social promotion efforts.

VIsItoR-to-leAd 
coNVeRsIoN RAte
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finally, use your closed-loop analytics to analyze how effectively your blog leads convert into 

customers. Just as the number of leads generated helps you prioritize your marketing channels, 

the rate at which blog leads turn into customers should help you prioritize, too. for example, if 

your blog generates leads that convert into customers at a higher rate than, say, social media 

does, it’s more efficient to put more time into creating blog content, and use social media to 

promote your blog content. 

leAds INto 
customeRs
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chapter 4

improVing 
social 
meDia with 
marketing 
analytics
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socIAl medIA metRIcs:

 the percentage of visitors from social media 

that convert into leads or customers

social media 
engagement  the number of interactions generated 

in social media channels

conversion 
rate from 

social media

traffic from 
social 
media

the percentage of unique 

visitors to your website that 

comes from social media
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Begin by looking at which social media sites send traffic to your website to establish on which 

sites you should allocate the most time and resources. Social media is also often a huge traffic 

generator for business blogs and landing pages – likely two of your big lead generators. use your 

closed-loop analytics to determine how much of that social media traffic turns into leads, and 

which sites provide the best visitor-to-lead conversion rate.

If you haven’t noticed, there are a lot of social media networks that are constantly updating 

features and layouts. Applying marketing analytics to your social media is crucial to help you 

prioritize on what sites you should spend time – because it probably can’t be all of them. make 

sure you keep track of your social media reach, as measured by metrics such as facebook 

“likes,” retweets and @replies on twitter, blog comments, facebook page comments, youtube 

video views, and content embeds.

socIAl medIA 
eNGAGemeNt

tRAffIc fRom 
socIAl medIA
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then take it one step further and analyze which sites hive the highest lead-to-customer rate. 

leads are great, but customers are better! looking at your closed-loop data alongside how 

engaged your followers from each social media network are can help you learn what kind of 

content resonates with your social media followers, too.

the screenshot below is from Hubspot’s analytics tool which tracks not only visits from different 

social media channels, but also delves into leads and customers:

this type of granular analytics will guide you in picking the right social media channels to focus 

on and optimize for customer acquisition.

coNVeRsIoN 
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Perhaps you notice that traffic from LinkedIn 

doesn’t seem to like your blog content – 

there’s low engagement, and a low visitor-to-

lead conversion rate on blog offers. but they 

share and comment on your product-related 

linkedIn content, and have a high visitor-to-

lead rate on product-related offers. 

this is a good indication that your linkedIn fans are further down the sales funnel than your 

followers on other social media networks. use that information to tailor the content you publish 

to each network accordingly and increase your visitor-to-lead and visitor-to-customer conversion 

rate for each social channel.

tAke ActIoN
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emAIl mARketING metRIcs:

a measurement of how fast your email list is growing

bounce rate the percentage of total emails sent that could 

not be delivered to the recipient’s inbox

list growth 
rate

delivery 
rate

 the percentage of emails 

that were actually delivered to 

recipients’ inboxes

 the percentage of recipients who 

clicked on a link within an email 

and completed a desired action

conversion 
rate

measuring the email’s return 

on investment

the proportion of the audience 

who clicked on one or more links 

contained in an email message

click-through 
rate

revenue per 
email sent
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of all your email marketing analytics, your bounce and delivery rate are two of the most crucial 

to measure. A high hard bounce rate or a low overall delivery rate is often a symptom of an 

unhealthy email marketing program. your email deliverability rate could be impacted by:

youR emAIl seNdING ReputAtIoN

tHe HeAltH of youR emAIl lIst

tHe VAlue of youR coNteNt 

How well seGmeNted youR emAIl lIst Is

bouNce & 
delIVeRy RAte

A poor sender reputation – scored by many Isps using the free service by Return path called 

sender score -- is crucial to email deliverability. 

83% of the time an email is not 
delivered to an inbox, it is because of 
a poor sender reputation. “ ”
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If you are experiencing a high hard 

bounce rate – the undelivered emails that 

are the result of a permanent problem 

with an email address, such as being 

invalid or non-existent – immediately 

remove all of these email addresses from 

your list to prevent gaining a reputation 

as an email spammer and harming your 

email deliverability.

Your email delivery rate should always stay at 95% or higher. If it is lower than this or you find 

one month it slips below 95%, use this opportunity to scrub your list of the following contacts to 

decrease your bounce rate and increase your deliverability rate:

duplIcAte ANd INVAlId emAIl AddResses

coNtActs wHo HAVeN’t opted IN

AlIAs emAIl AddResses

emAIl AddResses tHAt HARd bouNce

completely dIseNGAGed emAIl RecIpIeNts

If you find just one particular campaign has a lower than average delivery rate, it doesn’t mean 

that entire list segment should be deleted. Instead, examine the content of the email to see if 

there was an accidental indication to SPAM filters or ISPs that your message should be blocked. 

MM
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Now that your email marketing program is healthy again, you may notice the size of your list 

has seriously decreased. the average email marketing list depreciates at a rate of 25% a year -- 

which is a good thing, as it keeps your email list healthy and deliverability rates high. take a look 

at your list growth rate, though, to ensure you’re continuing to add new contacts to that list for 

nurturing. If your list growth rate is low, it could mean:

lIst GRowtH RAte

moRe top-of-tHe-fuNNel offeRs

You need more compelling offers that drive visitors to fill out a form and opt-in to your 

email communications.

moRe tRAffIc to exIstING offeRs

You have compelling offers, you just need to drive more traffic to those pages through 

content creation, better calls-to-action, and social media marketing.

moRe optImIzed pAGes

you need to improve the visitor-to-lead conversion rate on your landing pages to better 

capture the traffic you’re driving.
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you may notice open-rate hasn’t been included as a measurement for your email marketing 

effectiveness. click-through rate is a far more accurate indication of how well your email content 

resonates with your audience, as open-rate is often misreported based on how each individual 

email client calculates an “open.” If you have a high click-through rate for a campaign, you know 

the offer was compelling, aligned with the content in the email, and matched the interests of 

that particular list segment.

Naturally, you should expect to see lower 

click-through rates on offers with a higher 

barrier to entry. for example, if the offer 

in your email prompts your recipient to 

purchase something, you’ll receive fewer 

clicks than if your offer is to download a 

free content asset. when analyzing whether 

your click-through rate for a campaign is 

good, compare it to the click-through rate of 

other email offers of that type.

clIck-tHRouGH RAte 
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 whether you’re suffering an inordinately low ctR on a campaign or you simply want to improve 

an already good click-through rate, there are three different ways you can do it:

lIst seGmeNtAtIoN

the better segmented your email list, the more targeted your email offer. econsultancy 

reports that marketers who segment their list have 24% more sales leads, 18% more 

transactions, and 15% greater customer acquisition.

optImIze tHe emAIl & lANdING pAGe

A/b test the layout and copy in your email offer. email recipients scan emails, so your 

offer should be above the fold, visually bold, and written with action-oriented copy. you 

can also add a sense of urgency by adding a time frame during which the recipient 

must redeem the offer.

emAIl sHARING optIoNs

Including social sharing options in email enables you to increase the email sharing 

and forward rate. emails with only one social sharing option have a 30% higher click-

through rate than emails without any social sharing options. those with three or more 

have a 55% higher click-through rate. this is a quick addition to your emails, and helps 

you grow your email list while improving click-through rates and engagement.
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but having a high email click-through rate 

is only really helpful if you also have a high 

conversion rate on the landing page to which 

your email links. the conversion rate of your 

email campaign relies on having a well-optimized 

landing page, which can be difficult if you’re 

pointing email recipients to a generic landing 

page instead of one messaged according to 

each individual list segment.

for example, perhaps you have an offer and landing page for a webinar about unicorn grooming, 

and you send an email campaign promoting that offer. that email campaign might go to two 

different list segments – unicorns interested in learning new hair styles, and unicorn groomers 

interested in learning how to give their unicorns new hair styles. you’d message those emails 

differently, and you should message the landing page for the webinar differently, too. If you have 

a high email click-through rate but a low overall conversion rate for an email campaign, it could 

be due to this type of disjointed messaging between email and offer content and landing page 

content.

coNVeRsIoN RAte
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If you are using email marketing for 

direct sales, you should use closed-loop 

analytics to attribute revenue to email 

marketing campaigns.

to do this (and any other closed-loop marketing analysis, for that matter), you must integrate 

your esp with your marketing analytics. you can do this by using a unique tracking uRl in all of 

your email links so you can attribute clicks to a specific email campaign.

If you find that your email marketing isn’t actually driving 

revenue, perhaps email should utilized more frequently 

as a lead nurturing tool to drive reconversions, not a 

mechanism for direct sales.

ReVeNue peR 
emAIl seNt
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the Hubspot software can automatically take your email marketing messages and place their 

performance in the right analytics bucket. so when you visit your reporting data, you will be able 

to see the number of customers brought in from email marketing and compare that number to 

other channels. undoubtedly, this step is essential to any marketer who wants to prove the worth 

of their work to management, putting it in language that the entire organization understands-

sales. check out the screenshot below for an example:
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leAd NuRtuRING metRIcs:

 the length of time it takes for a 

lead to become a customer

click-through 
rates

the proportion of the audience 

who clicked on one or more 

links contained in a lead 

nurturing email message

time to 
customer 

conversion

conversion 
rates

 the percentage of 

recipients who clicked on 

a link within an email and 

completed a desired action

cost per 
customer

 the marketing cost of 

acquiring a new customer
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the effectiveness of your lead nurturing is dependent on how well you’ve segmented your leads. 

dive into your analytics to identify any problems with your list segmentation. start by looking at 

your unsubscribe rate, which should stay below 1% at all times. If it’s higher for any particular 

list segment, it’s an indication the content you are sending isn’t relevant to that list segment, 

and they are unsubscribing as a result. you can glean similar insights by examining the click-

through rates of each list segment. marketers who suffer a low click-through rate for a particular 

list segment haven’t aligned their offer well with the recipients on that list.

clIck-tHRouGH 
RAtes

fIx pooR lIst 
seGmeNtAtIoN:
faulty list segmentation can be remedied by revisiting how 

you’ve mapped content to your list segments based on their 

stage in the sales cycle. deliver email content to leads based 

on the pages they’ve visited on your site, the content they’ve 

downloaded, the blog posts they’ve commented on, and how 

far down the sales funnel they are.
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you can optimize the offers you 

deliver by analyzing which ctAs 

have the highest click-through 

rate, and which landing pages 

have the highest visitor-to-

customer conversion rate in 

your closed-loop analytics.

coNVeRsIoN 
RAtes
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You should always be looking for ways to make your lead nurturing more efficient. To improve 

your time to customer conversion, analyze how good you are at generating marketing qualified 

leads (mqls) with your lead nurturing.

mqls are the leads that are more likely to 

become a customer based on their pre-close 

activities. If you’ve implemented lead nurturing 

effectively, more leads should be moving to the 

mql stage of the sales funnel. Analyze this for 

each lead nurturing campaign – you may find 

that some list segments move more slowly than 

others, indicating you have a bottleneck in your 

lead nurturing somewhere. Revisit the content 

and offers you’re using for that list segment. you 

may be sending less-than-compelling offers, or 

pointing leads to under-optimized landing pages.

tIme to customeR 
coNVeRsIoN
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you can also improve your time to customer conversion 

by looking at the number of sales-accepted leads in each 

lead nurturing campaign. marketing automation should 

increase not just your number of mqls, but the number of 

sales-accepted leads. 

If this is not the case...

...meet with your sales organization to diagnose the 

problem. this is often a result of misaligned lead scoring 

criteria between sales and marketing. But by fixing 

it, you should see your time-to-customer conversion 

rate decrease as sales reaches out to leads that have 

reconverted enough to provide the quality information 

needed to close sales.
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effective lead nurturing converts 

leads into mqls and sales-

accepted leads, but it must follow 

through all the way to customer. 

use closed-loop analytics to 

ensure the leads you’re nurturing 

actually turn into customers, and 

they do so at an efficient cost.

over time, your cost per customer should decrease as more leads 

that typically bleed out of the top of the funnel are adequately 

nurtured down through the bottom of the funnel – until they are finally 

converted into a customer. check this metric monthly to ensure your 

lead nurturing efforts stay cost-efficient.

cost peR 
customeR
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you probably noticed none of the actionable improvements you can make by 

looking at your marketing analytics are possible without closed-loop analytics. the 

mistake many marketers make is thinking their end goal is generating leads. It’s 

not. your end goal is generating customeRs. And you have no way of measuring 

whether you’re doing that, nor how efficient you are at it, without closed-loop 

analytics.

After analyzing all this data about your blogging, social media, lead nurturing, 

email marketing, landing pages, and calls-to-action, ask yourself—what marketing 

channels are the most helpful at generating leads that turn into customers? be 

sure you are allocating the most time and resources to the marketing channels with 

the most RoI, and constantly monitoring these analytics to see if, over time, some 

channels start to become more effective for your business.

 Be sure you are allocating 
the most time and resources 
to the marketing channels 
with the most ROI.
“

”
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track the roi of all 
marketing channels
don’t rely on guesswork and assumptions--track the number of 
leads and sales each of your marketing channels brought you. 
Get your free demo of Hubspot’s software to learn more.

Http://bIt.ly/Awesome-demo
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